ABSTRACT There are many factors affecting the survival of people in developing countries, such as the tremendous number of population, nonuniform medical resources, and the threatening of malignant diseases. The improvements in medical information system in developing countries may lead to a bright future. By using effect medical resources and utilizing the information coming from the medical system, the doctors could come to a diagnosis with analysis. The probability of getting sick is very useful information which assists doctors to improve the accuracy of disease diagnosis, shortening treatment time, and reducing the incidence of misdiagnosis. This paper aims to build a model, considering not only probability analysis but also decision making, which can play a crucial role to figure out the probability of non-small lung cancer transitions in four different stages. In each process of the model, selecting effective parameters with big data are adopted for finding maximum effect with the top three high relevancy diagnose and decision data. With effective treatment methods that improve the relevancy diagnose data, the probability of malignant disease development will decrease. It is proved by the statistical analysis of clinical data that the model provides clinical data fast with enough accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many developing countries in Asia and Africa, health of people may not be protected by medicine, because of huge population and underdevelopment medical technology [1] , [2] . The SARS virus and the Ebola virus broke out in Asia and Africa, more than thousands of people lose their life. If patients can obtain treatment and epidemic disease can be controlled in those areas, more people can keep their life [13] - [17] .
Some developing countries such as China and India which have over one billion people may faced the biggest problem is population and medical resource imbalance. In China, a super city such as Beijing, has over 20 million workers and 10 million children and the aged. Only no more than 3,000 doctors can afford medical health service. Unfortunately, those doctors must solve hundreds of pathological reports which
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Min Chen. come from thousands of kilometers, because advanced medical devices and excellent doctors are centralized in super cities and advanced hospitals. Over more, some reports and pathological sections may be a big challenge, the question 'malignant tumor or not' may wait for advanced hospitals and doctors answered [18] - [22] .
In many malignant tumors, lung cancer is high incidence rate tumor in developing countries [3] . Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in China may account for 85% with lung cancer. Over 70% of patients with lung cancer present with locally advanced. It was a difficult condition to manage due to the lack of effective treatments [4] . However, the 5-year survival rate may rise to 80% when a patient can be diagnosingd in the early stage [5] .
In fact, many judgments and diagnosis reports for NSCLC could be analyzed by medical devices. Doctors can make a decision by their experience after reports supported. However, in developing counties, we must face some embarrassed.
(1) high misdiagnosis rate between doctors and patients carry social contradiction. Many families start doubting excessive consumption coming from doctors' conclusion.
(2) many repetitive works may affect doctors, such as similarity diagnosis reports, images, biochemical indices, can increase high misdiagnosis rate by doctors.
(3) no effective evidences or conclusions can acquire confidence between patients and doctors, because patients can not know complicated indices.
How to give an effective evidence and reduce high misdiagnosis rate in developing countries when we faced big data population.
The development of AI medical system in developing countries may create good results [24] , [25] . With medical resources and AI medical system, doctors can make decision analysis. The probability of acquiring sick assists doctors or decision making. In the light of decision system in medical treatment, the features can be applied in IoT system, hospitals, patients, and doctor would combine a communication medical system. This system does not only quickly provide messages to patients, but also reduces the pressure of obtaining resources [26] - [30] , [32] . According to AI medical system, patients could know the conclusions by medical system. It could improve many social contradiction between doctors and patients
In this work, we establish a probability analysis and decision making model and design a method to analyze NSCLC. The contributions in this study are:
(1) we found a model to discuss the evolution stages of NSCLC, and then divide disease diagnosis parameters evolution process.
(2) according to big data research, we establish the three effective parameters and evaluate the selection stage with NSCLC.
(3) in the light of the probability of malignant disease development, we combine effective treatment methods in AI system in hospital.
(4) to combine clinical data statistical analysis and probability decision, system may provide accurate and fast analysis clinical data and decision-making advice.
II. RELATED WORKS
Computer-controlled medical decision making and data trans Computer-controlled medical system has become research hotspots in the medical treatment field. Plenty of works have entered clinical application.
Literature [7] suggests a system data model in medical data and IOT system. The resource-based data accessing method (UDA-IoT) can be designed to acquire the IoT data and then improve data resources. This medical system may explain IoT-based system in emergency medical services and demonstrate how to collect or interoperate IoT data and then support to emergency medical services. The result explains resource-based IoT data system can be effective in heterogeneous data environment and support data accessing timely in medical system. However, many developing countries can not afford high cost in IoT data system. Because emergency medical services need to many high quality devices in system.
Literature [8] shows a knowledge-based medical system. It can conclude two parts. One is the heuristic approach to enhance. It used to pseudo relevance method for more effective query expansion, even if expanding queries boosting the similarity score. The other is how to improve the retrieval performance with knowledge-based. It can explain a relevance model based on tensor factorization which can identify semantic association patterns in sparse settings. All data and patterns are used as inference paths in knowledge-based query expansion and copy to medical information retrieval. Knowledge-based in many developing countries is a big challenge, how to collect those data is hard to completed.
Literature [9] proposed a framework in medical system. It used natural language processing and then analyzed clinical notes readmission. In this system, many methods can be adopted in the field of data mining and machine learning. This framework is created and selected the best components while maintaining fast computational times in medical environment. However in hospitals, data mining and machine learning is not a good method, because it may cause data divulged. It is very insecurity in medical system.
Literature [10] discusses the discrete event system specification in medical system engineering. It can develop coordination models in transactions that involve multiple disparate activities and then it needs to be selectively sequenced to coordinated care interventions. This system shows how such coordination concepts provide the layers and support the proposed information in healthcare as a learning collaborative system. In literature [11] addresses an organ-centric compositional medical system. In this model, medical devices can be composed into clusters and then created organ-specific physiology in system manner. The organ-centric brings device in many patterns of sensing and then control human physiology. The organ-centric architectural patterns can enable rapid and composition of supervisory controllers in medical scenarios. In the literature [12] proposes a low-complexity coordination protocol for networked in medical system. The suggestion architecture organizes in a hierarchical and then reminder the manner in accordance to human physiology. It avoids potential conflicts and useless controls, when efficient concurrent in medical devices. Those methods can solve high time complexity in medical system, we can use those methods in application.
This article will analyze the condition of disease stage, the combination of effective selection and the tracking of associated data, with considerations about the design of effective treatment decision-making model.
III. MODEL DESIGN A. ILLNESS DEVELOPMENT STAGES ASSOCIATED WITH DIAGNOSTIC PARAMETER ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL
In the study of modern medicine, an intelligent diagnosis assists doctors in condition analysis and judgment, which can effectively shorten diagnosis time and reduce the probability of misdiagnosis. The model proposed in this study provides a bright diagnosis solution. At the same time, doctors can also obtain auxiliary diagnostic conclusions through the system. The system not only provides a comprehensive analysis of the patient's condition, but also gives an auxiliary diagnosis and offers suggested treatments.
In this section, we will discuss the decision-making system, diagnosis process in hospital system and decision process in history information system. Figure 1 shows the four stages of development of NSCLC and reveals the interrelationships between the data. By considering the tumor markers and PET/CT scan results of NSCLC, patients may obtain early and accurate diagnosis conclusions about lung cancer. Many patients who are in stage I and II of NSCLC survive for many years due to the surgical resection. If the patients are more advanced illness, such as stage III or IV, they are not suitable for surgical resection. Chemotherapy has positive effect for palliation if the situation is locally advanced or the tumor cells have been metastatic.
There are some low relevancy diagnosis data between some decision parameters. Those data belong to the CT scan and do not use contrast injection which are causing less damage by human. If high relevancy data are less than the threshold values, the patient's condition is likely to enter the next phase. Low relevancy data are useful if they are used in a proper way. By considering them associated with high relevancy data, it is possible to obtain a common decision. Furthermore, doctors can determine the patient is in which stage of the disease.
The stage division in NSCLC may adopt the values of machine scanning to identify which stage the patient is in. It assumes the stage decision V stage (t), which indicates the correlation between the relevancy diagnose and decision data diagnosis. The decision-making value can be judged by value V stage (t) as follows:
In equation (1), t represents the current time. V high (t) is the value of high relevancy data. On the contrast, the low relevancy data could be presented by V low (t). Parameters α and β are the influence coefficients.
In NSCLC, V stage (t) is consist of seven critical regions, The most important parameters in NSCLC conclude the Cytokeratin (CYFRA21-1), Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), and Cancer antigen (CA)-125.If a patient has significantly high results of the tests on those three parameters, it may cause the deterioration. In this situation, it is a common phenomenon that the survival rate decreases dramatically.
The high relevancy data V high (t) conclude three parts. Those namely, Cytokeratin (CYFRA21-1) value of V high−CYF (t), Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) value of V high−CEA (t), and Cancer antigen (CA)-125 of V high−CA (t). The high relevancy data V high (t) can explain as:
Moreover, CYFRA21-1, CEA, and CA-125 values, age average, and the range of normal parameter values of the region are determined.
Once the patient may choose the parameters they want to consider, system can judge the value of V high (t). After that, we can come to the conclusion about the stage of NSCLC.
(1) V high (t) ≥ ε, ε is a threshold. It may control and determine the development for NSCLC in the third or fourth stage. We set the influence factor as α = 1, β = 0. The determination value of V stage (t) can represent as:
Equation (3) shows the development of illness, which indicates the illness has already been the late stage. For a patient, the possibility for survival is quite low in this period.
For most patients in NSCLC, it is difficult to diagnose when the illness is in the first stage. Most of the diagnosis is confirmed when the illness is in the late stage with a low probability of survival.
(2) V high (t) < ε, it explains the patient is the development of NSCLC in the first or in the second stage. For low relevancy data V low (t), this parameter can contain detection in PET-CT and CT. And then the V low (t) can be defined as:
low (t) explains the low relevancy step in the diagnosis in the i measures of detection, β i explains the parameter i factor, 0 < β i < 1. In NSCLC, parameter i concludes T/B, SUVmax, and PSA on the inspection with project indicators. It can check project up to eight, 0 ≤ i ≤ 8.
From Equations (2)- (4), the decision value V stage (t) can be shown as follows:
According to judge the value of V stage (t), patient and doctor can access in the stage of NSCLC. Many works in decision-making and treatment analysis method also can be adopted in time.
In NSCLC treatment, doctors may focus on CYFRA21-1, CEA, and CA-125 values when they make a decision. In order to accomplish accuracy prediction, we can select 5 to 8 low relevancy parameters joining in auxiliary diagnosis. Such as T/B, SUVmax, PSA and other parameters can be adopted in different step in NSCLC.
B. DIAGNOSTIC PARAMETERS AND TREATMENT DECISION-MAKING ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONAL MODEL
In the medical diagnosis decision-making, diagnostic parameters directly affect how the doctors identify at which stage of the disease the patient is in, especially high relation data directly affect patient survival. Drug, physical, and surgical therapies can change the patient's vital signs and promote the evolution of physiological parameters to a benign illness. At the same time, drug or treatment of postoperative changes in lifestyle, such as drinking and smoking habits, sleep, and exercise, is also an important means to improve from the disease.
In the treatment of NSCLC, stages I and II treatments mainly adopted the drug approach to improve the way of life and to control the condition. For stages III and IV, in addition to medication and lifestyle adjustments, surgery, chemotherapy, and laser treatment are necessary methods.
Each patient adopted different treatments; the parameters of the improvement effect and the improvement of the illness condition are also different. Figure 2 shows the treatment processes of NSCLC diagnosis parameters and the diagnosis treatment decision-making scheme. For the treatment of NSCLC, the main treatment methods are mainly used in the first stage. Twelve kinds of treatments are used in stage I and six of that in stage II. Furthermore, stages III and IV increased number of treatments to six more. The four main lifestyles are drinking, smoking, sleep, and exercise. We can set ω i and φ j treatments and lifestyle data packets, 1 ≤ i ≤ 12, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4. By combining the two ways, methodologies T ij are obtained as:
T ij is group of users, with 16-bit coding vector.
representation is shown below: In the treatment of NSCLC, a large number of patients have multiple diagnoses in the hospital, with most of the patient's condition in the first stage and in the second phase of the treatment process. To reduce the data storage space in the recording process, the code is simplified as follows: 
}
In this method, statistics for each treatment group for correlation parameters can be changed. Especially, in the hospital HIS system, each patient will be assigned a storage record HIS: dig/IDXXX/code, ID number, patient's code, and program code. Record of the current treatment facilitates HIS record.
In NSCLC treatment, we usually watch for the high and the low relevancy data to determine the efficacy of treatment. If a treatment effect is obvious, we tend to continue in this way and continue to the next treatment. If the treatment method does not significantly improve, then we use another kind of treatment method.
We can set up the Tr sur explains the time period of t as diagnosis parameter range. Suppose that we currently selected C ξ [i] scheme as the treatment method, the changes can be calculated the diagnosis value of V stage (t) according to Equation (5):
Here, we can analyze the change of V stage (t): 1) V stage (t) < 0, the current treatment, is not an effective treatment choice and worsens the illness. The doctors and patients give up the current treatment options.
2) V stage (t) ≥ Tr sur , the current treatment plan, has considerable improvement, is an excellent treatment 3) 0 < V stage (t) < Tr sur , the current treatment, affects the disease, but the treatment effect is not obvious; at this time, we should add other treatments C ξ [i+1] , continue to treat the disease, and calculate the next treatment period V stage (t):
Obtain with V stage (t) and comparison the diagnosis change value Tr sur . If 0 < V stage (t) < Tr sur , continue to add new method for treatment. Diagnosis and treatment after N time is derived to obtain a polynomial calculation formula as follows:
After N treatment, V stage (t) ≥ Tr sur indicated that the treatment exhibited obvious changes. In medical HIS system, each article of selected medical record, will be recorded by HIS system. Record format is: His: dec/ID/code, ID is the patient's code, which is the corresponding decision call number for many times.
C. PATIENT'S DIAGNOSIS DECISION CALLS AND DIAGNOSIS PROCESS
The illness development stages are associated with diagnostic parameter of the model analysis, parameters of diagnosis, and treatment decisions model analysis. The relationship between hospital diagnosis systems for the following process can be designed; the design model is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows a patient in a hospital environment with several diagnosis records. HIS system of operation steps are as follows:
1) The patient gets into the hospital for the first time, is assigned as ID327; 327 is the patient in HIS system of tags. At the same time, the system allocates a time mark His: day/ID327/20170102.
2) By the doctor's orders, a doctor's advice records His: doctor's advice, patients by PET-CT, TC devices, such as multiple diagnosis results are obtained, and the four diagnoses are: His: dig/ID327/18546; His: dig/ID327/18442; His:: dig/ID327/18891; and His:: dig/ID327/18112. With four protocols, the two current two suitable decisions record His: dec/ID327/557; His:: dec/ID327/512. Patients and doctors can find this item.
3) Patients, after a time interval, go to the hospital again. At this time, HIS allocation for the second time tag His:: day/ID327/20170104. 5) The above operation is repeated, after three to seven treatment processes. 6) When the patient goes to the hospital for the eighth treatment, the system allocates a time mark His: day/ID327/20170228. The patient's physiological indexes have reached the rehabilitation conditions; the patient can no longer receive hospital treatment; and the treatment process is over.
Through the doctor's orders, record, and decision of the diagnosis application of the system, diagnosis and treatment of speed and degree of alternative are improved. The doctor can recommend items based on the system chosen for the patient's condition to achieve the effect of rapid diagnosis.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this paper, all records come from the mobile health information of the Ministry of Education-China Mobile Joint Laboratory.
NSCLC data in three hospitals from 2011 to 2015 are classified. Various consolidated NSCLC data cases are shown in Table 1 . The experiment is described as follows. Table 2 and 3 records the normal data area in NSCLC. Table 4 shows the various parameter test results of the three patients in the hospital. Every patient after five diagnostic parameter collections contains three groups with high relevancy associated diagnostic indicators and five groups with low relevancy index. In this experimental design, the age for all patients are 45-60 years old. Normal data in high parameters on average are: 1. Figure 4c shows the analysis of the three patients in the CA-125. We can see that the CA-125 in the normal range is between 0 and 35.0, with the five sampling results of all the patients larger than normal and showing all the CA-125 in the abnormal state of patients.
Based on the analysis of three patients' strong relational parameters and Equation (2), it is possible for us to calculate V high (t) as their decision value. Assuming the weight of three strong correlation parameters is the same, the distribution of patients who have high values of correlation parameter is shown in Figure 5 . According to the result of Equation (2), we have the analysis of three patient diagnosis decision-making five times. In the whole process, we set three strong correlation parameters with similar weighting factors, namely α i = α j = α k = Using the strong correlation parameters for determining value, the system can rapidly predict in which stage or severity of the disease the patients are in. Thus, the doctor can facilitate quickly the choice of treatment plan,, thereby reducing the error caused by the doctor's personal judgment.
Patients 1 and 2 are in NSCLC disease stages 1 and 2. To accurately determine the choice of treatment plan, we can combine the strong correlation parameters to determining value method and data analysis for the two patients. The analysis procedure is discussed below.
According to Equation (5), two patients have five different diagnosis results. The analysis diagram is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows the combined high relevancy data determined values and the low relevancy data for determining value method of patients 1 and 3. By changing the influence factors, we choose different treatment methods. We can see from Figure 6 that with the impact factor, α = 0.9 and β = 0.1, in patient 1, large-area segment is cut off by the high relevancy data to determine value correction, which can improve the treatment of patients with complications. Complications are reduced or relieved partially, which can help reduce the operation risk of patients, reduce the trauma of patients, and accelerate postoperative healing. When α is reduced from 0.9 to 0.7, β increases from 0.1 to 0.3, and three patients exhibited these obvious changes. The need for surgical treatment from the beginning is gradually adjusted to the need of antibiotic therapy. Finally, high relevancy data for determining value correction can be used for normal medication treatment of NSCLC. Judging from this, adopting the high relevancy data decision value can accurately adjust the parameters of each stage of NSCLC; thus, improving the methods of treatment. Table 5 represents major patients in a hospital for the whole process of diagnosis and treatment. The patient's high relevancy data decision values can alter the curve. Figure 7 indicates that the patient's HRDD value in the early time is pretty high. By using the first chemotherapy method, the HRDD values began to decrease. The system would rather recommend radiotherapy methods than chemotherapy, because it found that chemotherapy is more dangerous to the human body. With two process of radiotherapy treatment, the values of parameter are between 180 to 120. Radiotherapy is an effective treatment which relieved the high mortality rate of NSCLC.
If a patient's HRDD value comes to 71.05, the patient is likely to suffer from the NSCLC phase II. By the surgical method, the focus could be removed directly in this phase. In the figure 7, after resection of the lesion site, HRDD value decreases to 67.25.Inthis situation, the treatment of patient switches into drug.
The calculation of correlation parameter helps doctors to adjust their strategies. Thus, it is possible for medical staff reducing the suffering of patients. Figure 8 shows the accuracy of the diagnostic auxiliary system. From history data, we want to know whether a patient has NSCLC or not. From this figure, the decisions by doctors are very accurately. With small samples (100-500), the accuracy reaches 98%. In big data samples (over 1,000), the accuracy also reaches 88%.
Diagnostic auxiliary system in small samples displays inaccuracy. The accuracy rate is only 43-59%. If there are not enough training data storing in data base, the result is not assisted by doctors. In big data samples, training data are also increased. The accuracy has improved to over 80% when the diagnosis data reach 5,000. The accuracy has approach for doctor.
However, diagnostic system is only an auxiliary system, it not replaces doctors to make accuracy decisions in NSCLC. Even if we want to system merely judges 'have' or 'not'. But we can adopt diagnostic auxiliary system to assist doctor decrease workload while the training data ever-increasing and the accuracy improving continually.
V. CONCLUSION
This article proposes the foundation of a medical system model considering both probability analysis and decisionmaking. It is an efficient method to calculate the transition probability of NSCLC in four different stages. In each of the evolutionary process, an effective parameter selecting method based on a set of large data is adopted at the purpose of mining maximum effect of three kinds of correlation parameters.
Combined with effective treatment methods to improve the correlation parameters, the probability of malignant disease development will effectively reduce. Statistically, results of experiments proves that the proposed model can offer clinical data, which is fast and accurate for decision-making advice.
In the future, by perfecting various treatment methods and collecting diagnoses, the patient's diagnosis is helpful for deep learning and data mining. They will improve the effect of calculation and provide doctors with suitable diagnostic methods fast. Moreover, probability analysis and decision-making in NSCLC can be adopted to non-small cell carcinoma by computation migration. It is good for doctors to improve diagnostic test accuracy studies. 
